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the skins we wore 

softened by saliva 

sandals woven 

in a sandy circle 

humanized our footsteps 

on the hunt for now 

we ate a bread 

of every being that lived 

 

ground grass seeds 

broken teeth 

flesh of our gods 

sacred prey 

every step 

on the land that owned us 

between birth and death 

holy and full of terror 

we sucked at her spiny breasts 

we lived 

we sang our songs 

we waited on morning 

by the fragrant hearth 

we slept on mats 

we made offerings 

blood dried on rocks 

 

and in times of thunder 

we huddled in wet ashes 

watching the universe 

play for us our own drama 

 

we were the people 

there were no others 
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From Texas 

 

 

the opera of thunder 

opens on trays of metal 

expansive as a wild cat’s howl 

right to the bottom of your spine 

on the pitch of a knife 

 

rain or drought 

only the earth suffers 

only the cracks’re 

written destiny 

 

 

 

 

 

a different world 

cracks of egg-yellowed sky 

apologetic hiccups 

 

this is a good day to linger 

the we being born 

questions 

 

held in folds 

the thought of us 

the violence of our history 

the ripple still 

glass water memory 

for example: the missions 

buried questions 

on our faces 

 

 

before the heat 

when grasses were fur 

and the people hunted 

stones with raw meat 

 

before the trees 

crystallized like coprites 

the sounds in fire 

the songs scratched 

on round river pebbles 

deer, bison, diamondback 

carried in cactus bags 

 

we suffered in the sun 

and slept in rock shelters 

the river all we had 

we baked sour roots 

into sustenance 

 

we communicated with 

buttons 

carved pipes of soft stone 

somehow survived 

to live on the southside 

others came along 

to share a future 

that recedes like rainwater 

farther from the heart 

in the bottom of tin cans 

rusting into stone 

 

chocolate of human milk 

wrangled against the sky 

punctured by stars 

that blur into film 
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